Toyota corona 1977

In many countries, the Corona was one of Toyota's first international export models, and was
shortly joined by the smaller Toyota Corolla , providing buyers with a choice of a larger car, with
similar operating expenses to the smaller Corolla. The Corona was Toyota's second sedan in
their hierarchy of products, just below the Crown, until when the Corona name was used on a
larger, all new platform called the Toyota Corona Mark II , which gave buyers more interior
space while still offering dependable, affordable performance. The Corona became successful
in export markets and was marketed under a number of different nameplates
worldwideâ€”including those branded in much of Asia as Coronas marketed in European
markets as Carinas. The first-generation Corona, introduced in May and became available on
the market two months later, [3] was designed with parts from the previous-generation Crown
and Master following a major restyle and enlargement of the Crown. The design of many of the
body panels were cut down from the Master which had ceased production. The tail light design
of this generation is reminiscent of the Ford sedan. Due to the upgrade in dimensions of the
Crown, Toyota needed to continue manufacturing a vehicle with similar size dimensions to the
first Crown, primarily to be used for taxi usage. This vehicle was also the first Toyota's car with
a monocoque chassis structure, [3] and an independent front suspension using double
wishbones. This generation of the Corona was also known as the Tiara in keeping with the
crown naming convention when exported by Toyota Motor Corporation. It was introduced at a
critical time for the company in North America. Their first flagship car, the Toyopet Crown , was
unsuccessful in the US market, and the Corona was added to offer a choice along with the Land
Cruiser. At the time, there was little market for an off-road vehicle like the Land Cruiser. The
front mask of the T20 Corona is reminiscent of the â€” Ford Thunderbird , and shares its
appearance with the entry-level offering, called the Toyota Publica. The Tiara was introduced to
sell alongside the Crown , as a smaller companion. Nevertheless, it sold better than the Crown
and had a lot fewer mechanical problems. By that time, the Tiara had been redesigned and given
the Corona label from the Japanese domestic market. A total of only of these vehicles were sold
in the US. The Corona Sports Coupe was a concept car shown at the Tokyo Motor Show â€” it
shared little with the Corona except the suspension and the name. The third generation was
introduced September , [13] one month before the Summer Olympics. The 40â€”43 series were
reserved for sedans, while commercial vehicles and wagons were in the 46 and 47 series.
Hardtops received 50â€”55 series model codes, while 56 was reserved for the five-door
hatchback. A public demonstration of the new Corona's performance was done on the Meishin
Expressway , where the new model was tested to , kilometres 62, The Corona was released one
year after the debut of the Corona's traditional competitor, the Nissan Bluebird. Toyota
introduced a smaller vehicle to address the market that needed a more fuel efficient vehicle,
called the Toyota Corolla in November Heavier loads were better accommodated by the Toyota
Stout , while larger commercial grade trucks became available at Toyota Diesel Store locations.
Top speed for the 1. The Toyota automatic transmission, marketed as Toyoglide , was
introduced on this version of the Corona. Disc brakes were also introduced for the front wheels.
Exports of this Corona proved popular in the US and Europe, with increased engine
performance and durability improvements over previous versions. In September alone, Toyota
produced 80, cars, with 30, being Coronas. These were all colors that were offered on the GT,
while the appearance shows several similarities to the Ford Mustang. Two manual
transmissions were offered, a console housing a floor mounted 4-speed or optional 5-speed,
and due to its sporting nature, no automatic transmission was offered. The interior only came in
black, with reclining front bucket seats. The steering wheel matched the one used in the GT, but
the outer rim was wood grained plastic. On the front fenders, grilles were installed, and the
inverted triangle found on the grille of the GT is also installed on the GT's grille. South African
assemblies commenced in , with the car reaching a fifteenth position on the sales charts.
September [13] saw the release of a larger model called the Corona Mark II. It was a slightly
larger vehicle than the Corona with a higher level of equipment offered at the time, sharing
some of the features of the larger Crown, but taking the top position at Toyopet Store locations.
After , this was spun off as a separate platform, eventually dispensing with the "Corona" part of
the name. The T80 series Corona was introduced February and was a complete redesign, and
was developed on a separate platform from the Toyota Corona Mark II , which became a larger,
more comfortable and powerful car, where the Corona remained focused on fuel economy. The
engines used in the Mark II were often shared with the Corona. The 1. At the same time, the
larger 1. A four-speed manual with a floor-mounted lever was also available, as were two- or
three-speed "Toyoglide" automatic transmissions, with the three-speed available with a
floor-mounted shifter. The Corona was redesigned in August , with the low-mounted
wraparound turn signals removed and a new grille. Another, milder yet restyle appeared in
August , including new grilles and hubcaps. The Hardtop gained a two-litre engine at this time.

Four-cylinder engine choices were pushrod 1. Vans wagons were sold with 1. A performance
oriented in-house competitor called the Toyota Carina , close in size to the Corona and based
on the Toyota Celica platform, was introduced in It was available at a different dealership sales
channel called Toyota Store. This generation of Corona was available at dealerships called
Toyopet Store. The Corona pick-up was no longer manufactured due to the introduction of the
Hilux in Along with the August facelift, the Corona received the 2. The 7R-engined RT82 was
short-lived in Japan, only being available between February and September , but in other
markets it may have remained available until the introduction of the next Corona. In the United
States, the s were probably the Corona's high point, helped by the fuel crises of and
Competition for sales continued from the Nissan Bluebird , and from a new competitor from the
Mazda RX-2 in , with an introduction to the US in As with the prior generation models offered
were limited to the four-door sedan and the hardtop coupe for most of the run, with the wagon
added only for , the final model year of the generation. NZ models initially had a 1. After the first
facelift new nose and tail, square instead of round instrument housings for , the 6R engine was
again used. The facelift another new grille saw two models â€” 1. This version was badged SE.
Australian RT81s used the 1. Local content was much higher than the NZ cars with local
instruments and heater which meant, surprisingly for the climate, there were no centre air vents.
The facelift AMI assembled model with the revised grille was released in November , lasting to
March Based on the Corona Hardtop SL, it showed many electronic innovations but was not put
into production. The series model codes were used for late series face lifted models in the
Japanese market fitted with the new emissions control TTC-C motors. The two-speed automatic
was no longer offered. The face lift revised the hood and grille, and enlarged the tail lights. The
station wagon featured optional wood panel body claddings. Engines were 1. In North America,
the 20R 2. Gearbox was the Porsche-type syncromesh 5-speed P51 coupled to a 4. In , a new set
of performance coupes is introduced on the Corolla platform called the Corolla Levin and
Sprinter Trueno. Side door impact upgrades were installed in all doors. This series also saw the
standard on some models Electro Sensor Panel which monitored fluid and bulb status. As with
earlier Coronas, some models had a shifter mounted on the steering column. Sales of the
Corona continued to grow as a result of the oil crisis. The two-door sedan, meanwhile, sold well
in the United States but very little in Japan, and this was the last Corona to be offered in this
bodystyle. The advantage the Honda and Subaru had over the Corona was that both vehicles
were front-wheel-drive , while the Corona was rear-wheel-drive. To meet new emissions
regulations the 1. The 18R-E engine with fuel injection that was used in the SL and SR
discontinued production due to emission issues. June saw the installation of a catalyst system
included with the TTC-C system. January saw a minor appearance change to both the interior
and exterior, with a revised grille and hood, as well as new headlight surrounds. The taillights
were also modified; while still rectangular, they were less busy in appearance. New Zealand
assembly began with 1. Later, the 18R 2. Australian models had the 18R from the start, as did
South African ones. The T series was available in a wide range of body styles across various
markets including a four-door sedan , two-door hardtop coupe , four-door wagon and new
five-door liftback , which featured a split fold rear seat. The assignment of "T" to all Corona
body styles signified a new approach from having different series number identifiers for the
various body styles. This was also the first Corona to be sold as a "Toyota" rather than a
"Toyopet" in the Japanese domestic market. All models featured MacPherson strut independent
front suspension as well as a four-link trailing arm rear suspension arrangement with a Panhard
rod , except for the wagon, which used leaf springs, like the Corolla and Cressida wagons. Disc
brakes were fitted as standard equipment on the front of all models. Rear disc brakes were fitted
as standard on the GT and SL, which were not available to all international markets. Other
models were fitted with rear drum brakes. The Corona range received a thorough facelift in
August , with new rearwards sloping rectangular headlights which gave it a more modern
appearance at the front. The T series was manufactured with a wide range of engine and
transmission combinations. Amongst other minor changes, the 1. The North American Corona
shared the 2. Emission regulations passed in were applied across the range of models offered.
In Japan the venerable 2. The station wagon was, as usual at the time, marketed as a "light van"
in Japan. This was registered as a commercial vehicle for certain tax benefits and less
restrictive emissions standards. The T was the last Corona to be marketed in the US. In North
America, the Corona was replaced for the model year by the similarly sized but
front-wheel-drive Camry sedan and five-door hatchback. Since then, the Camry has grown a
size larger than the Corona and its sportier Carina sister car. The Corona was originally fitted
with the 2. To meet an 85 percent overall local parts content as a manufacturer, Toyota Australia
chose to manufacture Corona sedans and wagons using 1. A three-speed automatic was also
available. There was also a very well-equipped Corona XX, recognizable by its alloy wheels

shared with the Supra. Beginning in , Toyota Australia also imported the five-door Corona
liftback fitted with Toyota's own, much more modern 2. Toyota's engineers also further modified
the Holden engine in an effort to increase drivability and reliability, with new gaskets, valves,
valve springs, and water pump. New Zealand assembly started with the 1. Later in the run,
Toyota NZ added a locally assembled Liftback version with the 1. These models also had a
standard radio and separate cassette deck â€”both were rare factory fittings in the country at
the time. From it became available as an TT The T was not exported to many markets where the
T had been sold such as Indonesia , with many importers choosing to hold out for the
front-wheel-drive T Starting with this generation series, the Toyota Carina platform was altered
from its original Toyota Celica beginnings to the Corona platform. The Corona remained
exclusive to Japanese dealerships Toyopet Store , and the Carina continued to be sold new only
at Toyota Store locations in conjunction to the larger Toyota Crown. For the Japanese market
only, the five-door wagon called "Van" was available with a 1. The petrol engines had either a
4-speed manual or a 3-speed automatic gearbox but the diesel engine had a 5-speed manual
gearbox. Some wagons had five doors but no rear seat. The sedan range was gradually whittled
down and by May only the 1. These continued to be available until the December introduction of
the Tseries Corona. For the Australian market, there were two models sold between and the ST
with a 2. Both models were available in either sedan or wagon body styles. The lower S and CS
trim levels 2. The top trim level was the 2. Toyota released a limited edition Olympic model in ,
offering a full digital instrument cluster in either manual or automatic and in both sedan and
wagon body variants. In , a limited edition SR model was offered in white and manual
transmission only with front and rear spoilers, white painted grille and side mirrors, white
highlights in the tail lamps instead of black , SR lettering on the boot lid, red exterior
pinstriping, sports front seats with red pin stripes, and a three-spoke leather steering wheel.
Toyota Australia introduced a facelift in November There were also new wheels trims on all
versions and revised tail lamp lenses. The pre-facelift models can be identified by tail lamps
with dual black horizontal lines engraved along the base. The facelift models received lenses
with a single, more subtle, horizontal line intersecting across the centre of the tail lights and a
chrome strip at the base. Facelift CS and CSi wagons received a horizontal strip across the
tailgate and additional black plastic mouldings surrounding the license plate. It was first
introduced with the 1. In addition to getting a new rear end and a taller, more upright roof line
for a more comfortable rear seat, alterations were also made to the headlights and grille. While
based on the T, the front and rear sections took their design cues from the A60 Carina. The car
was not generally sold for private use. After November , the diesel option was no longer
available for the Japanese market but was still available for export e. Production only came to
an end in April , [47] generally being replaced by the Sseries Crown later renamed Comfort. This
marked the end of the Corona taxi line. The T Corona was known as the Corona FF, selling
alongside the more traditional and recently facelifted rear-wheel-drive Corona Tseries.
Essentially a shortened version of the Camry, this was part of Toyota's very cautious approach
to introducing front-wheel-drive vehicles. In October a more traditional four-door sedan was
added, and the T gradually became the main part of the Corona lineup as the Tseries shrank in
importance. In , the T Corona became the first Japanese made car with digital color liquid
crystal gauges. Along with the new bodystyle, more engines were also added: a smaller 1. In ,
this chassis was also used as the basis for a new, front-wheel-drive version of the Carina sedan.
In August the Corona underwent a small change, largely consisting of new, bigger taillights.
Also new was the related Celica and Carina range. With a more sporting chassis and five-lug
wheels rather than four , this received the new T chassis code. The Corona hatchback was
eventually dropped in Australia in in favour of the larger Camry and the previous-generation
saloon and estate were dropped in to be replaced by the Toyota Camry V20 , but in New
Zealand, Toyota continued to offer the Corona, assembled locally at Toyota's plant in Thames,
New Zealand. Initially, the T Corona was launched in New Zealand in as a hatchback only, to
complement the previous generation T Corona saloon and estate which continued to be sold in
the New Zealand market as in Australia. However, the T saloon was dropped in and the T
Corona saloon was then launched to replace it. Export-market Coronas were generally fitted
with the 1. In Southeast Asia, the 1. Toyota's large family car lineup in Europe was quite
confusing when looking over the past 25 years. The through Carina sister models had been sold
in most of Europe, but in they were replaced with the " Carina II " â€” which was really the
model Corona as sold in Japan with alterations to the headlights, grille and trim the Carina in
Japan at that time was a similar but boxier vehicle. The Tseries cars have a somewhat longer
wheelbase as well as a wider track front and rear than the Celica version available elsewhere in
the world. In May the 1. The Corona and the Toyota Carina continued to increase in size as its
popularity grew. For this generation, the new Corona EXiV four-door hardtop would have to do

for those looking for something extra. The five-door Corona liftback was sold as the "Corona
SF" in Japan, in a much smaller lineup than the four-door sedan. The five-door model proved
much more popular in Europe, where, confusingly, it was marketed as the Carina II. The lightly
restyled Carina T series derivative was launched in Japan in December A limited production
Corona was sold only in Japan in May , to celebrate 10 million Corona's having been sold,
called the Corona Super Roomy. Built on the same version of the Corona chassis as that used
for the Celica, this was a continuation of the sporting T series Corona although it now received
its own bodywork. The cars were imported in Europe from the third quarter of until the opening
of the Burnaston factory in December that year. For the Japanese domestic market, the
Corona's platform twin the Carina received different bodywork. This generation of Corona
received a redesign to be larger, heavier, and have the completely rounded, aerodynamic shape
of the s. The exterior dimensions and engine sizes remained in compliance with Japanese size
regulations so as to continue to offer a product for Japanese buyers wanting to reduce their
annual tax liability. The five-door model was called the Corona SF in Japan, while the station
wagon had become a separate line there, from , called the Toyota Caldina. The T is the last
Corona for most export markets. Diesels were available as the 2. From , the S 1. Diesels were
now the 2. It was also sold in New Zealand, but not in Australia. Engines were the same as the
Toyota Carina E, except there was no diesel variant. The station wagon variant was a
badge-engineered Toyota Caldina. The sedans and liftbacks were assembled in Thames, New
Zealand , while the wagon was imported fully built up from Japan. The locally assembled cars
also received special spring and damper combinations again developed by racer Chris Amon as
well as some other changes. In the Philippines, the Corona was only available with the 2. It only
has the 2. The model has the facelifted exterior, having the front and rear bumpers with the
black trim, and the standard three-piece rear spoiler. It was eventually replaced in with the
Toyota Camry XV Production in Japan ended in , but in Europe and Southeast Asia it lasted
until the end of , when it was replaced by the Avensis , which was also built at Burnaston. The
3S-engined cars carry the ST chassis code, while the 1. The first Toyota Caldina was the
five-door wagon or commercial van version of the four-door sedan Toyota Corona in Japan. The
wagon has independent strut rear suspension while the commercial wagon has
semi-independent leaf springs. The wagon was given its own identity, whereas previous station
wagon versions were named Corona wagons. A final, tenth generation was built between and
for the Japanese market, with one particular model called the Toyota Corona Premio that was
spun off into an independent model called the Premio coded ST , with the Allion following after
the Carina after Four-cylinder engine choices are 1. Diesel engines offered were 2. This is the
last model using Corona name in Japan. The Aerial version features a large sunroof and
contoured roof racks as standard. A refresh was given in with new bumpers and lamps a
refreshed interior and extra lug added to the turbo manifold to stop the warping issue common
on earlier GT-T models. Engines for lesser models are the 1. For the subsequent model series,
the T, the Corona name was dropped. It was built as sedan, liftback and wagon. Only the wagon
was sold in Japan as the Caldina built on the T platform. The sedan and liftback were mainly
sold in Europe as Avensis , and the lower grade model for taxi called Corona. Four-cylinder
engines for the Avensis is 1. The Corona Taxi has turbo diesel. In South America, the Avensis is
renamed Corona and powered by 2. This is the last Corona, and the third-generation Caldina
was built on the new T platform, which was also used in the Allion and Premio. From Wikipedia,
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tweeters upfront and 6x9's in the rear with a 10 sub enclosure custom built in the trunk. Sounds
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on the corona has been to completely overhaul the front and rear suspension. I had the
mechanic remove the leaf springs and add an additional spring into the springs and replace all
the rubber. I wanted to get a sway bar but he offered me no help with what i could use to put on
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for the daily driver. Toyota deck from a Vigo Full size pickup truck offered here in Thailand. It is
pushing the stock 6" mids from the same model truck. In the front a set of nice tweeters and in
the rear deck the 6X9's i got with the car. I also bought a watt L. Mosfet amp and am splitting all
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had a patch a whole or two. The seats springs are amazing soft for a car with , Kilometers on it.
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